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ABSTRACT 
As enactments are automatic, less expensive and consolidated into acontinually increasing 
number of devices.An expanded quintessence on resizing techniques is developing to fill an 
image into flexible screen estimation. The storage space is limited in portable devices, there exist 
various methods to resize the images. The methods cropping and scaling leads to undesirable 
results in data or meandering in observation. In this paper, we propose an enhanced seam 
carving calculation using seam carving method,avoids the drawbacks ofexisting methods like 
carving off the important data from the image, changing the composition and reducing the distinct 
details of the image. The obtained simulations display better execution results over the existing 
seam carving techniques, performance is evaluated using Peak Signal to Noise Ratio(PSNR), 
Mean Square Error(MSE) and Structure Similarity(SSIM)metrics. The proposed work is an 
application of seam carving in changing the position and adjusting the viewpoint of the object in 
images, with more degree of freedom to the editors or photographers and it requires less memory 
space for storage. 
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1.INTRODUCTION 

With aviral increaseof portable media gadgets (mobile phones, PDAs, PDA's, and so 
on.), the operators are required to store images with less memory. Theoperations likeimage 
resizing and retargeting arerapidly turning into acommanding research area. Expert snappers and 
editors emphasis on the shade, precision, contrast and arrangement of the snaps, the authors 
highlight the prominence of arrangement of the objects [1,2]. There is a need to resize images 
and recordings to fit different gadget, shown with various perspective proportions that augments 
data and limits bending in the images. Conventional techniques including resampling and editing 
are the main alternatives till a couple of years ago.The author [3] proposed a method to extract 
visual features on intuition, to form a computerized classifier over machine learning. This aims to 
reconnoiter the correlation among the low-level content and aesthetical worth of the image. In 
their fundamental work [4], proposed  slightly exquisite arrangement called seam carving, which 
works in a discrete manner, decreasing (or augmenting) a image's measurement by one seamor 
segment at each progression named retargeting . Later arrangements deliver great outcomes by 
utilizing worldwide advancement systems but they are more computationally expensive. 
Moreover, worldwide arrangements are not appropriate for multi-scale media applications those 
that enable an image or video to be retargeted to any size on the fly and grounds require 
reprocessing for each adjustment in size.The joint optical-digital framework is proposed [5], aims 
to escort the users to obtain better arrangement effects in photography. To engender better 
arrangement effects, author espoused eye tracking to identify imperative image content and then 
accompanied cropping [6]. Investigational results of user study displayed the cropped image with 
better aesthetical effect. 

The solitary preprocessing stage is required to get the ready images or video with the 
aim of continuous retargeting is conceivable [4]. The novel qualityassessment(QA) technique is 
proposed [7], using naturalscene statistical modelstoinevitablyevaluatethequalityofimages.This 
seam carving remains as a critical apparatus for image retargeting, it has its own 
impediments.High level elements confront their identification to enhance the seam carving 
calculate on, however slight work has been done to enhance the utilization of low-level 
components. The recognition of abnormal state components may flop and make the 
completeproposal come up withdiminutive. These abnormal state elements can be enlarged with 
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seam carving calculation, we propose a seam carving calculation that changes either the 
displacement of the object or adjusts the viewpoint direction in an image. Variety of determination 
makes eagle-eyed images difficult in light, they typically are resized to ensemblethe constrained 
space. Candidaccomplishments at resizing combined with scaling and editing, but the de-carving 
is noticeable in detail with the scaling feature and editing is not possible consequently. Likewise, 
trimming adjusts the image organization and is not generally attractive. This methodis used as an 
alternate image resizing approach called seam carving. Seam carving permits an adjustment in 
size of the image by changing the minimum perceptible pixels in an image. A track of the pounder 
application of seam carving is to reduce the measure of an image along with the dimension. It is 
possible by discovering one pixel width from top to base of the image and evacuating those ways. 
The pixels in those ways are should be like encompassing pixels and their evacuation might be 
unnoticed. Other seam carving applications incorporate viewpoint adjustment of the objects. 
Seam carving changes the position of the object or adjusts the viewpoint of the object by 
removing the seams one side of the object and adding the seams on the other side, move the 
object in one direction while keeping the original information without any change in the visual 
changes. 

By adopting region dependence analysis the existing methods are improved [8] and 
object position optimization to elevate imagearrangement. Afterthe detection of the object in the 
image, a set of computations are performed to find out the optimal position for the object. There 
should be a vigilant arrangement of seams to ensure the simplicity and balance of other seams in 
the image. 

Alternatively, seams are unwrapped instead of holes, makes inpainting is more 
applicable. Nevertheless seam carving leads to distortion in the images, the seams crossing 
important object are inevitably cut off. To overcome the difficulties of the existing methodswe 
propose the novel of improved seam carving method for better arrangement along with the 
consideration in the content of the whole image. From the simulation results, the proposed 
approach avoids cutting the important content and insert seams unnoticeable. This paper is 
organized as follows: The proposed method is explained in section 2, the results and discussion 
are given in section 3, section4  respectivelyand conclusion is provided in section 5. 

 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Seam carving:Seam Carving is a newly developed technique targeting on image 
compression and resizing based on detection of seams from the energy function of the image. 
The method aims at finding seams of minimum energy and manipulates the image using gradient 
map and energy function. The initial phase ofassuming a seam either editing or scaling includes 
computing the inclination image for the original image. The slope image is a typical image that is 
utilized as a part of both horizontal and vertical seam estimation, and can be assumedfrom either 
luminance channel of a HSV image, or ascertained for each of the R, G, and B channels, then 
averaging the three angle images. The Sobel operator is used to obtain the gradient image and to 
count the angle in this proposedmethod. 

 
 

Figure 1. (a) Original image, (b) Gradient Map 
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Once the gradient image is calculated, then the energy map is calculated for the image. 
The energy map image needs to be calculated separately for vertical (Figure 3 (a)) and horizontal 
(Figure 3(b)) seams. The energy map is recalculated after removal of every seam in the image. 
The energy map is calculated using the following process for the vertical seam case: for each 
pixel (i,j) in the gradient image (Table 1), the value at (i,j) in the energy map is the sum of the 
current value at (i,j) from the gradient image and the minimum of the three neighboring pixels in 
the previous row, i.e. min((i-1,j-1),(i-1,j),(i-1,j+1)), from the energy map. For i=1 (the initial row), 
the values in the energy map image are set to those in the gradient image, and for when the pixel 
(i,j) is along the edge of an image, only (i-1,j) and either (i-1,j-1) or (i-1,j+1) are used depending 
on if (i,j) is on the right or left edges, for the calculation of  horizontal energy image can be 
calculated using the same function, where the input image is transposed. 

Table-1 pixel indices 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3: (a) Vertical Seam Energy map          Figure 3: (b) Horizontal Seam Energy map 

Once the energy map is calculated, it is used to find the ideal seam to first find the vile an 
incentive in the last seam (which turns into the (i,j)

'th
 pixel). This procedure is repeated until the 

principal seam is obtained, and brings about the ideal carving, a case of which is appeared in 
Figure 4.  

   

Figure 4: Energy map with vertical seam    
Figure 5: Resized Image 

Once the ideal seam id estimated, the pixels that sortthe seam are expelled from both the 
gradient image and the first RGB image.The rest of the pixels are movedeither right or up to 

(i-1,j-1) (i-1,j) 
(i-1,j+1) 
 

(i,j-1) (i,j) 
(i,j+1) 
 

(i+1,j-1) (i+1,j) 
(i+1,j+1) 
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shape a consistent image, this procedure can be repeated to expel the arrangement of carvings, 
either horizontally or vertically as shown in figure 5.  

2.2 Energy MAP: The first step in calculation of a seam iseither removal or insertion, to calculate 
the gradient image for the original image.  The Sobel operator assigns energy value for each 
pixel to form a gradient image. In seam carving, the saliency of each pixel is indicated using the 
energy function. We assume, if a pixel having a larger gradient with its neighbor, then it has 
greater energy [4]: 

( , )e x y I I
x y

 
 
 

     (1) 

With this energy function, user has to decide which part of the image to cut for image resizing. To 
avoid distortion in the image, we remove only one pixel in each row and that removed pixels 
should be eight-connected. The energy of a seam is defined as: 
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where m- number of pixels on the seam, si– i
th
 pixel in the seam. The aim of the proposed seam 

carving is to evaluate the optimal seam with the minimum energy: 
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The next step is to calculate the cumulative energy map image. The energy map is calculated 
separately for both vertical and horizontal seams from the gradient image .For vertical seam 
case, each pixel (i,j) in the gradient image ,the value at (i,j) in the energy map is the sum of the 
current value at (i,j) from the gradient image and the minimum of the three neighbouring pixels in 
the previous row,  

( , ) ( , ) min( ( 1, 1), ( 1 ), ( 1, 1))l i j e i j l i j l i j l i j      
   (4) 

The energy map is calculated, to find the optimal seam to first find the minimum value in the last 
row, the pixel location for use in removale(i,j), then working backwards by finding the minimum of 
the 3 neighbouring pixels of (i,j) in the (i-1)’

th
 row and that pixel is saved to the seam path.  This 

process is repeated until the first row is reached, and results in the optimal seam. After the 
optimal seam is found, the paths of pixels that make up the seam are removed from the image. 
The remaining pixels are shifted right or up to form a continuous image. The process can be 
repeated to remove a set of seams, either horizontally or vertically resulting in reduced 
dimensions of the image. 

3. RESULTS 
 
To validate the performance of our proposed method, we simulated the results on various images 
that are downloaded from the Internet with different dimensions.The results for displayed for 
resizing the image into different desired dimensions such as increasing or decreasing the image 
size by adding either the horizontal seams or vertical seams. In case ofretargeting, the removing 
vertical or horizontal seams by following the above labelledmethod using energy function. Figure 
6 (a) display the simulation results of the images for the removal of vertical seams and the 
images is resized from 500x334 to 400x334 dimensions without any loss of information. Figure 
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6(b) display the images for the removal of horizontal seams and images are resized from 
500x334 to 500x234 without any information loss. 

 
Figure 6: (a)Removal of vertical seams , (b) Removal of horizontal seams. 
 
The figure 7(a) and (b) display the results of the proposed seam carving method for adding the 
seams for both vertical and horizontal paths respectively. From the results of adding seams we 
conclude that the dimensions of the images remain same even after adding the seams in case of 
both vertical and horizontal ways. 
 

 
Figure 7:  (a) Adding vertical seams   (b)   Adding horizontal seams.                       
 
For viewpoint adjustment of the image, we demonstrate the proposed algorithm by the following 
experimental results. The object is moved according to the removal and adding of seams on each 
side .The object move direction or the viewpoint move direction depends on the selection of the 
seams. If figure 8 the seams are moving in the direction of left as marked by the red line. Similarly 
from figure 9 it is clear that the seams are moving in the right direction as indicated by red line for 
identification. 
 
3.1 Performance metrics: 
Mean square error (MSE): Is used as part of the digital image processing method to check the 
errors. The MSE is calculated between the original image and seam image and then compared to 
determine the accuracy of an image[9].  Lower MSE value determines good outputs  
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Figure 8:  Seams moving direction left. 
 

 
Figure 9:  Seams moving direction right. 
 

 
Figure 10: Comparison of MSE for 5 different images. 
Peak Signal to Noise Ratio(PSNR): The term decides the proportion between the most extreme 
conceivable energy of aimage and the energy of adulterating seam image.The strategy has been 
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utilized for correlation of entropy energy and saliency based image carving systems. Higher the 
PSNR more appalling is the results achieved. Low PSNR decides good results. The PSNR is: 

2log 255
10PSNR

MSE


      (6) 
 

 
Figure 11: Comparison of PSNR for 5 different images. 
 
Structure Similarity (SSIM): is based on the multiplication of the luminance, contrast, and 
structural terms [9]. The SSIM is given as: 

( , ) ( , ) ( , )SSIM l x y c x y s x y  
    (7) 
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whereμx, μy is the local mean of  x and y, 𝞼x, 𝞼y is the standard deviation of x and y, and 𝞼xy is the 
cross-covariance of x, y for the image. C1,C2,C3 are small constants. 
 

 
 
Figure 12: Comparison of SSIM for 5 different images. 
 
The implementation of the proposed method is estimated using the performance metrics MSE, 
PSNR, and SSIM. Severalimages are selected for the implementation of seam carving and view 
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point adjustment methods.  Figure 10, figure 11, figure 12  displays the simulation results of 
various images, this implies the efficiency of the proposed method has beenimproved significantly 
for the metrics MSE, PSNR, SSIM respectively. In [4], theseam found in iteration may not be 
exactly need to carve and lot of time is wasted for searching the next seam which has to be 
carved and our proposed methodhas solved the limitation above successfully. Table 2 display the 
experimental values evaluated on 5 different test images and the proposed method points out the 
performance with better results after seam carving for both vertical and horizontal paths.  
 

Table 2:  Comparison of MSE, PSNR, SSIM values. 
 

Metrices/ 
Images 

MSE PSNR SSIM 

Original 
Image 

After 
seam 

carving 

Original 
Image 

After 
seam 

carving 

Original 
Image 

 

After 
seam 

carving 

Test1 267.4837 248.9381 25.0032 27.4442 0.7822 0.8322 

Test2 278.2398 262.8231 29.1433 31.5222 0.8732 0.9023 

Test3 256.9373 235.5983 32.1332 34.2322 0.8639 0.9034 

Test4 263.9841 241.9081 30.3451 34.8723 0.8542 0.9125 

Test5 272.4536 254.1278 27.8693 32.9801 0.8624 0.8384 

 

 Seam carving is an essential image retargeting tools utilized to fit images to 
specialillustration gadgets with various perspective proportions through non-straight down 
sampling. It is exceptionally helpful for multi-measure media application, a wide range of sizes of 
a similar image or video are required without the requirement for reprocessing the image for each 
size in demand. The calculation is not robust and helpless to undesirable bending [10]. We have 
proposed another calculation which fuses against associating the thresholding and segmentation 
methods [11]. Thus the proposed method prompts the advancement of an uncertain criteria, 
choose for further seam carving to include excessively contortion and changes in resampling or 
trimming. 

 

4.CONCLUSION: 
In this proposed work, we explored different possibilities regarding assorted images and 
performed seam carving in both horizontal and vertical paths byutilizing gradient and energy 
mapping. This approach works sufficiently well for a wide range of natural images even if the 
quantity of carvings expelled is low. The nature of the image can be controlled by permitting more 
number of seams.  The computational cost is extremely high forHoGmethod taken after by 
Entropy [12]and that stand minimum in Gradient mapping. We proposed a novel algorithm for 
changing the position of the object and adjustment in the viewpoint of the object in an image. 
Seam carving strategy has a few requirements, if more than 50 % of carvings are expelled then 
the measure of mutilation is high.  The idea of seam removal can be turned around and reached 
out to image extension through seam inclusion.  Improved technique for seam carving was 
implemented in the proposed work. Seam location is utilized to limit disfigurement and adjust the 
energy gratified guide. Seam recognition is correspondingly utilized for target investigation of the 
image. We implemented the seam carving algorithm for resizing the image either without any loss 
of information or perceivable detail of the image. 
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